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OPENING COMMENTS: 
 
- Welcome to the first meeting for 2014. 

 
- Holiday Dinner turnout was good, the Wood 

Carvers joined us. 
 

- Yearly insurance of $425.00 is due on 
2/7/2014.  Will wait for the Symposium at the 
end of month to see what the other clubs are 
doing. 

 
- Florida Wood Turning Symposium is coming 

up at Lake Yale Baptist Convention Center 
Jan 31 – Feb 3.  Leesburg Florida. 

 
- Ramble at Fairchild had 2000 less 

attendance than last year (8,000 visitor’s). 
We donated $2364 to Fairchild, which was 
30% of what we took in.  The location was 
great; the committee wants us back to the 
same spot. 

 
- Heritage festival this weekend at Fruit and 

Spice, Helen to go over what is needed. 
 

- Robin Luker asked the status of the samples 
that he provided; Don Van de Hei has them 
to send to Ed McSweeny. 

 
OLD/NEW BUSINESS:  

- It’s that time of year again.  Dues are due for 
2014.  $30.00 per person or $40.00 per 
family. You give it to Gary Venema, or mail it 
to him at: 14941 Featherstone Way, Davie, 
FL 33331. The checks should be made out 
to SFWTG.  Thank you 

. 
- Joe Self brought some Slash Pine, in his 

truck.  
 

- Website discussion with Williee, Brian and 
myself – Williee to working on a Demo for 
the Guild. 
 

- Dave has applications for the AAW.  
  

- There are DVDs available in library. 
 

ATTENDANCE:  27 

 
GUESTS: 1   Drake Kurlander (New member) 

 
BRING BACK & 50/50:   
Rod Chase turned a Mahogany potpourri given 
to Jim Wheeler. 17 participated.  Gift 
Certificates to Craft Supply were won by Candy 
Figueroa and David Freundich.  
 
The 50/50 raffle was $22.00 to the Guild, 
$23.00 to Joe Dion 
 
WORKSHOP: February 15 at Waldo’s.  
20201 SW 187 Avenue, Miami.   
 
FINANCES:  $3938.31 with 26 paying their 
dues. 

 
JANUARY’s DEMO:  Gary Venema -  How to 
make a segmented hand held mirror 

 
See the attachment at the end of the newsletter. 
 
Feel free to volunteer for demos (notify Joe Dion)  
or to hold workshops and you too may receive a gift 
certificate.   

 

MENTORING:  Feel free to ask around for 
help. Most members are willing to help others 
with information that can be given over the 
phone or even hands-on, should anyone need 
help.  ASK AND YOU SHALL RECEIVE! 
 

Mentors: 
 

Joe Dion 786-371-7403 – Homestead 
Joe Roig 305-431-0037 – Kendall 
Ralph Callander 305-251-3993 – South Dade 
(sharpening tools, basic to advance hollow 
form, tool making) 
Jay Hakerem 305-610-3150 – Kendal (Carving, 
piercing, colouring, thin turning) 
David Freundlich 305-213-0422 – Redland 
Paul Penny 305-282-6711 – Coral Gables 
(Wood Turning Basics) 

 
SAFETY:  Band Saw  Get training on safe 
band saw use. Read and follow the 
manufacturer’s instructions.  
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- Always wear safety glasses when you use a band 
saw. They protect your sight in case pieces of 
stock fly off or the saw blade breaks and injures 
your eye.  
 

- Tie back your hair, remove jewelry, and wear 
fitted clothing so that you don’t get caught by or 
pulled into the moving blade. 

 
- Adjust the upper blade guide so it is ¼" 

above the wood. If the guide is too high the 
blade will not be supported properly. 

-  
- Be sure the blade has been properly 

installed, and the tension is adjusted. Also, 
the blade teeth should be pointing down. 
Check the owner's manual for the 
manufacturer and saw size.  
 

- Allow the saw to reach maximum speed 
before engaging wood. 
 

- Keep hands and fingers at least 3" away 
from the blade. Never place them in line with 
the blade. 
 

- When cutting small pieces of stock, use 
push sticks so all body parts are out of 
harm's way. 
 

- Place the wood flat on the table and gently 
force wood into the blade. 
 

- Avoid backing out of long irregular curves. 
This could pull the blade off the wheels. If it 
is necessary, first turn off the saw before 
attempting to do so. 
 

- Do not cut a radius so small that the blade is 
twisted. This could break the blade and 
cause serious injury. Make relief cuts so that 
wood is removed and allows for the blade to 
cut the radius and without twisting the blade.  
 

- Never allow anyone to stand on the right 
side of the band saw. If the blade broke, this 
is the most likely direction it would go. 
 

- If the blade breaks, immediately turn off the 
power and step away from the saw. 
 

- If a clicking sound is heard while the wood is 
being cut, immediately turn off the power. 
This is usually a signal that the blade has a 
crack. 
 

- Never attempt to cut cylindrical stock by 
holding it with your hands. Secure it first in a 
hand screw clamp and then attempt the cut. 
  

- When finished, turn off the machine and 
apply the brake. Do not leave the band saw 
until it has come to a full stop. 

 
 
 

INSTANT GALLERY:  
 

Dave Piper – Camphor Bowl w/Rose Engine 
pattern inside, Mylands friction polish w/wax. 
Small Mahogany bowl w/Rose Engine pattern 
inside, rub-on-poly 
 
Jay Hakerem – Mahogany carved bowl 
(sunset pattern), rub-on-poly 
 
Williee Armellini – Sapodilla bowl/box, Tung 
Oil.  Mahoe Dingaling vase, tung oil. 

 
Steve Hertz – Mahogany/Maple segmented 
salad bowl,friction polish/oil. 

 
Paul Penny – 4 Mahogany bowls, miniwax 
tung oil wipe on. 

 
Joe Self -  Mahogany bowl, poly semi-gloss. 

 
George Coleman – Mahoe Pepermill, oil. 

 
Joe Dion – Sabicu vase, lacquer.  Mahogany 
box, walnut oil.  Mahogany therded box, 
walnut oil.  3 Mahogany mortar and pestle, 
walnut oil.  Various pens, friction polish. 
 

FOR SALE / WANTED: 
 

Waldo Collins (305- 252-7745)  Waldo47@att.net) 
is selling: 

 
Jet Mini Lathe 10 X 14, 6 speed $325 

 
Heat Buster 42” Fan by Triangle Engineering  on 
wheels  $250. 
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If you are looking for or want to sell something, post it 
here. 

 
2013 SFWG Board Members: 

 
President – Dave Piper 305-607-6345 
VP –   Joe Dion 305-245-9016 
Treasurer – Gary Venema 954-680-9760 
Secretary –  Helen Fitzgerald  
     305-598-5475 
Editor – Jim Wheeler 305-238-6463 
Board Member (tools) – Ralph Callander  

      305-251-3993 
Board Member (videos) – Mary Ann Hart 

      305-661-1262 
Staff Photographer – Brian Seguin  

      305-253-1897 
                                     

NEXT MEETING: Thursday, February 6 at 7pm  
at Robert Morgan Center, 18180 SW 122 Avenue 

 
**sorry, in advance, for any spelling errors, and/or omissions** 
 
 

 



Offset Turning—Making a Hand Mirror 

Gary Venema- Goldcoast Woodturners 

 

 

Years ago Michael Fortune, a very well- known Canadian designer and woodworker did an article in Fine 
Woodworking showing how to make a mirror. The purpose of the article was to show the versatility of a 
router. He showed a bunch of hand- made jigs and did magic with the machine. In the article he made a 
hand mirror that had beautiful proportions and looked like it was just made to be picked u and used. I 
made several and they were well received gifts by friends, family, and the administrative assistants at 
work. 

Last month, Lee Sky, who is tasked with doing demos more than anyone should, partly because he is 
very good at it and does a fantastic job, told me, didn’t ask me, told me I was doing the demo.  

I couldn’t think up the fortieth way to turn a bowl, or finial, or whatever and thought the little hand 
mirror could be a starting place to generate ideas for many other objects via offset turning. Several of 
the guys, most notably Dr. Larry Benson, the potato surgeon and tuber tamer, have made some very 
interesting offset turnings doing pepper mills. I like to call that spindle offset turning. Here, we will do 
some offset  faceplate turning. Here goes. 



 

Above—cut a circle out of a single piece or glued up pieces that will make a 6”-7” circle 
and center it on a small wood plug 

 

 

Round it off and cut a center to fit a round mirror-in this case 5”—make the inset 
Just a hair bigger than the mirror to compensate for wood movement-make the center 
Of the insert deep enough to be sure the glass is inset into the wood after sanding and 

Finishing so the glass doesn’t get scratched when the mirror is placed face down. You need to sand 
The front face of the mirror at this time—you can also reduce the outside diameter to whatever  

Is a pleasing diameter in relation to the mirror—too much wood around it looks clunky. Drill a hole, very 
shallow dead center and an inch or inch and a half below that—make the recess flat so it can be mated 

securely with the wood plug for the next steps. Super glue will hold it plenty secure if it mates up 
square. 



 
Take a turning tool, your hand, a 12 pound sledge, or tip of a nuclear warhead and 

Whack it against the back of the mirror blank to remove it from the wood plug. 
 
 

 
Clean off the wood plug and center it on the center hole you just drilled in the inset 

Where the mirror will go on what will be the front of the mirror. Super glue it onto your plug  
and bring up the center for support. 



 
Clean up the face of what will be the back of the mirror then knock 

It off the plug again with weapon of choice. Clean up the outside edges all you can as it 
Will be hand sanding only when you do the offset part. 

 

 
Here I used a square scraper to clean off super glue from the inside recess of the 

Front of the mirror---then use a scraper or whatever to clean off the face of the wood plug 
You only need to get the glue off and have a small flat ring on the plug so it mates 

Nicely to the mirror blank—you will be mounting this time on the secondary hole. This 
Puppy will now spin like crazy as it is now off-center---the lathe will probably shake and bake 

Like Larry makin sweet potato fries on the lathe. 



 
I set a magic marker on the tool rest and figured where I wanted the secondary cut to go—I 

Will now cut away a very small amount of wood from the outside edge up to the outside 
of the magic marker. The outside edge will be thinner than the center and will look pleasing and 

Give the mirror a lighter look and feel. 
 
 

 
Wood will be removed from the outside to the point where the tool is located in this pic. The magic 

Marker mark helps so you don’t go too far toward the center. VERY LIGHT BITES KIDS! This thing  
Is flippin around pretty crazily at this point---DO NOT do this portion of the mirror without a tailstock 

Support---I used a little piece of wood I had laying around sandwiched between the point of the 
tail stock and the back of the mirror so I didn’t poke a big deep hole in the back. 



 
The mirror is now pretty thin on the outer two thirds of the blank and thicker at the small 

Circle-the only problem with doing these, is that the only way to sand the second circle, the 
Larger, thinner part, is by hand and small jitterbug/Fein style sanders. Then youmake a handle of 

your choice and attach however you wish to the back. 
 
 

 
I didn’t have time to cut up some small tapered pieces, but the above two jigs give you the idea---cut up 
some 7” long, inch and a half to two inch rectangles of wood, taper em however you like and what I do 



is make two gluings of 3 pieces each---clamp em with wedges and clamps (they wiggle and squiggle 
around when the glue is applied so it can be a challenge, but it doesn’t have to be pretty). 

 
Then glue the two 3 piece assemblies together and clamp in the second jig (shown above with the 

mirror Template  sitting in it). After the glue dries use a template like I did or just a compass and make a 
6” or so circle, cut it out, and drill a shallow center hole to align it up centered as close as possible On 
the wood plug you have mounted in the chuck.. Tolerances don’t have to be to NASA specs—we are 

here to have fun----don’t get you pants in a wad turning— 
 

 
 

This demo is just to give some insight as to what can be done with offset turning---you can take all those 
scraps you couldn’t bear to part with and make interesting lids for bowls, wild Frisbees, and whatever. 

Remember—we do this for fun and mental nourishment—enjoy!!!!! Gary Venema  
 
 
 

Disclaimer: If this has reached you in error, I don’t care. If the NSA is monitoring, ditto. In the event of a 
Zombie Apocalypse or asteroid strike, my demo will cease immediately and I will probably start 
screaming like a little girl, and leaving organic matter in my skivvies, and I won’t care then either. But—
that’s just me. 
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